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May I express my gratitude at the receipt of many letters from FAP A mem
bers? Some were congratulatory. Some were filled with constructive crit
icism.-All were welcome’.

One thing that all had in common were these two 
queries: (1) What is your definition of a FAN? (2) What do you Intehd 
to do in FAP A?

My plans were to have a large publication in this mailing 
and this article was to have been only one of many items. - but "the best 
laid plans of mice and men” sometimes go awry. So I’ll have to content my 
self with answering the two questions and hope for the big issue next 
t ime.

(1) What is my definition of a fan? A fan, in my opinion, must have 
many qualifications the first and foremost being that he must enjoy the 
writings in the field and inorder to do so it necessarily follows that 
he must be a reader of one or more of the pros.

A second qualification — 
His enjoyment of the literature must be so enthusiastic as to cause him 
to want to share that enthusiasim with others. This sharing of enthusias 
-ism or enjoyment with others could occur in numerous ways: correspond! - 
ence with other fen, activity in local or national fan groups, publics - 
tion of fan magazines and a general healthy interest in the field.

A 3rd 
qualification - (possibly I should have taken into consideration qualit
ies of the fan. ie; good, bad.) A fan, as soon as he is aware of fandom, 
should live up to it’s unwritten laws, conventions and ideals. Fandom 
was founded on the premise that only within itself could fen find a real 
tolerance- for themselves and their fictional love. This tolerance of the 
opinions of others and tolerance of your own in return should be strict 
-ly observed by every fan. ((Lest I be misunderstood may I say that dis
cussions can be pursued with out coming to blows or calling of names,)))

A fourth qualification - A fan should be willing to cooperate within the 
limits of his abilities. Any organization, no matter how loosely bound 
together, is only as good as its members, A trouble causing minority who 
refuse to acknowledge the democratic principle of majority rule, do more 
than act as a balance wheel (their normal function), destroy the founda
tions of the entire structure. It is within the abilities of every fan 2 
cooperate. His ability to cooperate in other matters depends on his know 
-ledge of the item in question and his inclination as well as availabl e 
time to devote to it. If a fan cannot cooperate to the extent of the one 
point I have mentioned,as being of importance he is not worthy of the na 
-me.

A fifth qualification - A fan should maintain his integrity. Under no 
conditions should he conduct himself so as to lay himself open to the ch 
-arge that he has lied or been dishonest. In the loosely bound organiza
tion of fandom such a qualification is of the utmost importance whether 
among fen or dealers. A fan can be misinformed and upon finding that to
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apologize and correct the error, but he should alwavs 

conduct himself so as to be correct if it is within his abilities to be 

‘ }₽ossibly this should come under the 3rd noi
J ? inC1U?ed with ) A fan should conduct himself like a P 

after all Xn°P sugg®sting .that Emily Post always be adhered to, 
alter all when a gentleman is wrong he should admit it, etc.

are the six cardinal vitues of a fan. Preference oFtype’ 
аГьГЙ^пРе^А^ weird) should not have a bearing^ as 
as ne is interested in at least one of them. b
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intend to do to MPA? (or rather, what do I

-tin/7 «лп+ь T+ , P ^tend (or hope) to publish somethings of las 
Tt maybe that the items I select have been done before. In 

ХГЛГЛ ?T th?1 VU1 d0 a better Job in some way”; I 
?dd 5at has already been done, other than me re lyb ringing 

the material up to date. Whatever I undertake I’ll not codv (Seen? a? 
quotes with credit given) other individual’s work. РУ 1 ₽

° itv^Tf °and Publication in every mailing of a worthwhile % i^fn^
.*^d When Earl КаУ» my coeditor of FANEWSCARD and it’s larger - Iori £r?“ Euro’e 1 be toll to^oMo^hat

g • Meanwhile I 11 promise at least one per year, with something in 
comnL?a^111a‘ ^y project that I undertake will broi^ht out only when 
completed and not piecemeal ( a la FFF ). z*\ y

1 n FANTASY AMATEUR, orchids to Bill Watson 4 
the hurryup job. SOUTHERN STAR; I’m sorry 
that this was the last issue. TWILISET

Some inte , 4-u ^0S from Joe and I liked it.HORIZONS:
Ж DEF?N^ op ™ sliShbly hodge-podge. PHANTASrAPH and
Iff DEFENCE OF THE PHANTAGRAPH: Of these, from friend Wollheim, I have 
W«= wLJb ?ay’ exc®Pb: Don I was always taught that a thing worth doing 
was worth doing well. THREE FINGERS:nuf sed. ВТ - HIS MAG: Very interes

^„BOODLE: I liked the nonsense of Wild Willie. FANTASY COMMEN- 
J invarably like Searles* publication, but I believe Searles for- 

got to be tolerant when he published CALLING ALL CRACKPOTS. The author 
. . ?ry much misinformed. True each of us has a right to his opinion 
out please base your opinion on facts not fancies. Fact or fiction the 
Lemurian stories are good reading. The fact that Ray believes them to 
ЙЛ™6 ^nd donlt is no reason that Ray can’t be right. Remember
™ think that rocket flights are impossible. DEVIL TAKE

HINDMOST: No comment. VR-RECORD REVIEW - As a once pro-m^ican I am 
1П such Publications as this. I’m a Stupid B- 1 & 2 

more of Wild Willie’s nonsense. SATYRIC: omited from my mailing, someone 
°?РУ aS Pd like t0 see dt- MILTY’S MAG: Short but 

sweet. FaNDaNGO: Laney, I agree’.’.’’. FANTAST’S" FOLLY: I particularly en- 
j°ygL,Poem. TIME. BINIER: A very noteworthy effort. This, apparently, 
ITNO^ development of Evans thinking. WALT’S WRAMB-
LINGS. VG, TPATAPYOFAPA: hmmm’. TALE OF THE EVANS: Watch your language—

TRAIL; Nice, Larry. INTRODUCING ’’DUNK”: Mediocre. RAN- 
alcho a trifle stilted. EN GARDE: Very Nice. Cover cxcellHHt. 

BEOWULF. 0.a. PHANNY; A TOP FMZ. READER & COLLECTOR: ??? YHOS: Very Nice.


